HKBU Associate Degree Programme

Established in 2000, the College of International Education (CIE) is a self-funded unit of Hong Kong Baptist University (HKBU), offering full-time Associate Degree Programme (AD) and Undergraduate Programmes (UG) at both the HKBU Kowloon Tong and Shek Mun (Shatin) campuses.

Full university facilities

- University-wide teaching and learning resources
- Library
- IT facilities
- Sports facilities
- Full-service canteens

Financial Aid

HKU has a number of financial aid schemes for students with financial needs. Scholarships, bursaries, and loans are available. They are awarded on merit and/or need.

Scholarship and Financial Aid

- Various types of scholarships adding up to over HK$4.3 million were offered by CIE and the HKSAR Government in 2021/22
- HK SAR Government’s Financial Assistance Scheme in the form of grant and/or loan can cover tuition fee, academic expenses and living expenses

Your Ideal Pathway to University

- Graduates received offers from local and overseas undergraduate programmes
- Over 1,800 AD graduates undertook undergraduate studies in the eight UGC-funded local universities in the past 3 years

Why CIE?

- English-Medium
- 2+2 study path
- Diversified Programmes
- Ample articulation opportunities
- 88.5% of CIE graduates find employment in about 11 months after graduation
- 88.5% - Articulation Rate to undergraduate programmes

What is CIE?

- CIE at a glance
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Aysosyi ayt dghri purogaram

2000 men Cage kaa, kalian Af nertishen ijejikshen (CIE) HKBU. Kaa ayik xud fikir (Sifuf fadul) dekkon biyi, koo HKBU kalin okukon tloh koo fikir. Men (ama lina) gi domin aksesyon men koo ijjebosiy ayt dghri purogram (AD) av jaharikjohut purogaram (UG) koo bish koo kar 
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CIE
Students sharing

AHMED Sumyiah

Being a Secretary of Mind Brew, CIE brought together students and lecturers in a very friendly atmosphere. Participating in a variety of activities, I received tremendous support from my lecturers and peers. The activities enabled me to accomplish greater heights in both my academics and personal development.

Studying at CIE has been a delightful period in my life. From improving myself academically to growing my mindset, I received tremendous support from my lecturers and peers. The activities enabled me to accomplish greater heights in both my academics and personal development.

Ishah Mahmood

Studying in Level 2 or above in five subjects including Chinese Language* and English Language in HKDSE Examination

* Alternative Chinese Language qualifications will also be considered by the College.

3411 3240 applycie@hkbu.edu.hk cie.hkbu.edu.hk/t/admissions-en

Shek Mun (Shatin) Campus, Hong Kong Baptist University
8 On Muk Street, Shek Mun, Shatin, (MTR Shek Mun Station Exit D)